#1061 The Revelation 3:21 Grant – “U.S.” Grant of the Civil War = Woodrow Wilson’s
“Body of Americans” in World War I
It is time to solidify the significance of the prophetic concept of the “Body of Americans.” We
have previously discussed that the entire ‘One Nation Under God’ “Body of Americans” serves
as a counterfeit of the true Body of Christ.
Key Understanding: United States Grant. The Lord designed
that Hiram Ulysses Grant would become “U.S.” Grant to
represent in the natural that the surrender of Robert E. Lee
to U.S. Grant on April 9, 1865, symbolized the unification of
the divided states into the United States once more, and to
represent in the spiritual the prophetic concept of the entire
“Body of Americans.”
U.S. Grant represents the ‘Body of Americans’ as a whole
Since U.S. Grant is prophetically joined with Woodrow
Wilson, it can be seen that U.S. Grant and the U.S. “Body of
Americans” on April 9, 1865, point to Woodrow Wilson and
the U.S. “Body of Americans” on April 6 [= 9], 1917. The
significant point is that the entire ‘One Nation Under God’
“Body of Americans” is represented prophetically as if it was the Body of Christ, and quite
rightly so since the Body of Christ joined itself with the U.S. “Body of Americans” in just
such a manner.
In conjunction with the point made above, it is time to introduce the fact that the
population of the Man o’ War United States, the “Body of Americans,” reached
100,000,000 in 1915, during the course of World War I. That fact will become significant
when the meaning of the 200,000,000 Men o’ War horses and horsemen of the Man o’ War
passage of Revelation 9:16 is unveiled. [Reference Unsealing #829 Man o’ War – Armies of
Horsemen and Fours (4’s), and Unsealing #984, which outlined the Great Armies of the
Euphrates.]
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Revelation 9:13-16 (KJV) And the sixth angel sounded, and I heard a voice from the four
horns of the golden altar which is before God,
14 Saying to the sixth angel which had the trumpet, Loose the FOUR angels which are
bound in the great river Euphrates.
15 And the FOUR angels were loosed, which were prepared for [i] an hour, and [ii] a day,
and [iii] a month, and [iv] a year, for to slay the third part of men.
16 And the number of THE ARMY OF THE HORSEMEN were two hundred thousand
thousand: and I heard the number of them.

U.S. population graph, 1790-2000.
The U.S. population reached 100,000,000 in 1915, during World War I.
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